The holiday time has come. Kate will put up lights. She will hang a wreath on the door. The wreath is prickly. Kate pokes her wrist on the prickles. She wraps her wrist and returns to the door. Kate hears a sound. What is that sound? Tweet, tweet, tweet. It sounds like a bird. Kate looks at the tree. She spots a bird on a high branch. It is a wren in the tree. Kate wants to remember the wren. She takes a picture. She writes a note to remind herself about it. Whenever Kate hung a wreath, she would remember the wren.
Read the passage three times and circle the silent-\textit{w} words.

**A Wren in the Tree**

The holiday time has come. Kate will put up lights. She will hang a \textit{wreath} on the door. The \textit{wreath} is prickly. Kate pokes her \textit{wrist} on the prickles. She \textit{wraps} her \textit{wrist} and returns to the door. Kate hears a sound. What is that sound? Tweet, tweet, tweet. It sounds like a bird. Kate looks at the tree. She spots a bird on a high branch. It is a \textit{wren} in the tree. Kate wants to remember the \textit{wren}. She takes a picture. She \textit{writes} a note to remind herself about it. Whenever Kate hung a \textit{wreath}, she would remember the \textit{wren}.